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In accordance with the principle of superposition and operator rule, the state of the 
whole system composed of the state of the particles to be teleported and quantum 
channel can be expanded by Bell bases and transformation operator. Theoretically, if 
determinant of transformation operators is not zero, the teleportation can be realized only by 
performing an inverse transformation. Actually, if the transformation operator is not a 
unitary operation, then by using one auxiliary qubits, the teleportation can be realized 
only by performing a collective unitary transformation. Moreover, the further analysis 
of the relationship between collective unitary operation and transformation operators is 
discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Quantum teleportation has received much attention both theoretically and 
experimentally in recent years due to its important applications in quantum calculation 
and quantum communication. Quantum teleportation was originally proposed by 
Bennett et al. [1]. Many schemes of quantum teleportation were presented [2,3]. 
Recently, Yan Fengli and Ding Hewei propose a scheme for probabilistic teleportation 
of unknown two-particle state with partly entangled four-particle state via POVM [4]. It 
will be shown that by performing two Bell state measurements, a proper POVM and a 
unitary transformation, the unknown two-particle state can be teleported from the sender 
Alice to the receiver Bob with certain probability. In this scheme, they need to use two 
auxiliary qubits. However, all of the proposed schemes do not have any systematical 
analysis. 
In this paper, in accordance with the principle of superposition, the system state of 
particles can be expanded by Bell bases and transformation operator. Through 
discussing that if the transformation operator is reversible, quantum teleportation can be 
realized, and at the same time if the transformation operator is unitary, quantum 
teleportation can successfully act while Bob only need to perform a reverse 
transformation. If the transformation operator is reversible and not unitary, Bob only 
need to use one auxiliary qubit.  
 
 
 2. BELL BASES EXPANSION AND TRANSFORMATION OPERATION IN 
TELEPORTATION . 
As ref. [4] suppose that the sender Alice has two particles 1, 2 in an unknown state  
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Where a, b, c ,d are arbitrary complex numbers, and wave function satisfy normalization 
conditions 12222 =+++ dcba .  That Alice and Bob share quantum channel in the form 
of following partly pure entangled four-particle state,  
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The particles particle pair (1,2) and 3 and 4, are in Alice’s possession, and other two particles 5 
and 6 are in Bob’s possession. The system state of six particles is 
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In accordance with the principle of superposition and transformation operator [5,6], the wave 
function of 
w
φ can be represented in the form of a series 
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Where are the Bell states, For example,   ji 2314 ,ϕϕ
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ij
56σ  is called the transformation operator. 
In order to realize the teleportation, firstly Alice performs two Bell state measurements on 
particles 2,3 and 1,4, then the resulting state of Bob’s particles 5,6 will be states 
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By operator transformation [5,6], It can be shown  
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The four product basis of two-fold tensor products are chosen to be  
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So,   
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Similarly, it can be obtained:  
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Obviously, the determinant of transformation operators  ij56σ
 
                02det 56 ≠= αβγδσ ij .                                (12) 
 
So, the transformation operators  have reverse operator. Then Alice informs Bob two Bell 
state measurement outcomes via a classical channel. By outcomes received, Bob can determine 
ij
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the state of particles 5,6 exactly by transformation operators .  156 )(
−ijσ
 
3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
3.1 Comparison with the results of Yan Fengli and Ding Hewei[4] 
From above result we known, theoretically, if determinant of transformation operators is not 
zero, then Bob can determine the state of particles 5,6 exactly by transformation 
operators . However, actually, the operator is not a unitary operation. In ref [4], 
In order to realize the teleportation, Bob introduces two auxiliary qubits a, b in the state 
1
56 )(
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00 , 
Then Bob performs two controlled-not operations with particles 5,6 as the controlled qubits and 
the auxiliary particles a, b as the target qubits respectively.  
It is easy to show:  
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Here is controlled-not operation   ( )ijCN
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And Obviously, This express is the same as ref [4], therefore, as ref [4], At this stage, Bob 
makes an optimal POVM on the ancillary particle a, b to conclusively distinguish the above 
states.  
 
3.2 Relationship between collective unitary operator and transformation operator 
From e.q (11), we can obtain 
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And so on. 
Therefore, the transformation operators  can be expressed as ij56σ
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And  are  diagonal matrixes.  ijA56 44×
Therefore, after Bell state measurement, Alice informs Bob of her measured results via a 
classical channel. Next, Bob will try to reconstruct the original state with his particles 5and 
6.First, Bob needs to perform an unitary transformation  on particles 5, 6,.  
Table I shows different measurement results by Alice and Bob’s relevant of unitary 
transformations. 
jiijU 651 σσ ⊗=
 
TABLE I. Unitary transformations corresponding to the states of particles 5 and 6. ijU1
 
Alice’s measurement results of particles 14 
and 23, respectively.  
Bob’s unitary transformations of 
 particles 5and 6. 
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For instance, if the measurement result of Alice is 
2314
++ ϕψ ,  then Bob performs unitary 
transformation on particles 5, 6, and . 311U 65
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Furthermore, as ref [7], Bob introduces an auxiliary two-state particle a with the initial state 
a
0 and performs a collective unitary transformation on particles 5, 6 and a. In order for Bob to 
reconstruct the original state under the basis { }
aa
1,0
560560
ϕϕ (where
560
ϕ  stands for 
the basis of an four-dimensional Hilbert space), a unitary transformation ( a  matrix) may 
take the form 
88×
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Where and are  matrixes and can be expressed as 1A 2A 44×
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And 
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It is easy to show:  
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Therefore, if , k is a constant number, Then Bob measures the state of particle a. 1
1
56
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If the measured result is
a
1 , the teleportation is failed. If the measurement result is 
a
0 , the 
state of particles 5and 6 collapses to 
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The teleportation is successfully realized. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
In summary, we have found that the transformation operator is in related to quantum 
channel and Bell state measurement, however it have no connection with teleport quantum 
state. If the transformation operator is reversible, then teleportation can easily realized. As a 
result, the reversibility of the transformation operators is the necessary condition of 
teleportation. 
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